this region the universe of the unknown arises, where self-creat-
ion reveals the grandeurs of the Infinite in a deep oneness.
Here,
All could be seen that shuns the mortal eye,
All could be known the mind has never grasped;
All could be done no mortal will can dare,...
Here,
All experience was a single plan,
The thousandfold expression of the One. (Book II, C.I)
In his ascent to this region, being in deep oneness with the
Infinite, he could see all that the mortal eye cannot see and
mind cannot grasp. From the Kingdom of Subtle Matter he
could see the earth-nature's shining origins; the source of life;
the Descent of Life on earth; human life on earth working
through the double-faced contraries and contradictories in the
Inconscience; this life fallen from the higher region on earth;
how it acted with her attendants of little mind and little self —
the ego—which is a finite movement of the Infinite, an
instrument personality. He could however see the potentiality
in man appearing with the prospect of our life being trans-
formed into Divine Life, This he could find as if in the
glimmerings of a dying torch in the darkness — in the Kingdom
of the Little Life working in the grey anarchy.
The Traveller challenging the darkness with his luminous
Soul then came into a fierce and dolorous realm peopled by
souls who never tasted bliss. On his journey onward he arrived
at the Paradise of the Life-Gods where " giant drops of the
Bliss unknowable overwhelmed his limbs and round his soul
became a fiercy ocean of felicity ".
This. Paradise of the Life-Gods he is to overpass and leave
until the Highest is gained.
Now, the Sadhana of the Traveller in the vital and mental
plane ceases and the Soul's seeing commences. In this spirit's
realm the soul finds its source. Here one can feel himself as
a citizen of the Mother-state and not as a colonist in the dark-
ness (Night) where one's rights are barred, one's passport
becomes void and pne lives self-exiled from the heavenlier

